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If you can dream you can achieve

Stand back and keep moving when you are truthful

Conversion of problems into opportunities

Accept or fight back, the choice is yours

SSVM organizes ‘Transforming India Conclave 22’

- Nambi Narayanan, Indian Aerospace Engineer

Shree Sarasswathi 
Vidhyaah Mandheer 

(SSVM) Group of 
Institutions launched 
the ‘Transforming India 
Conclave’ commemorating 
the 25th year of excellence 
in education. The three-day 
conclave succeeded with 
esteemed speakers including 
Padma Bhushan awardee 
Nambi Narayanan and other 
achievers of the industry.

The key highlights of 
the conclave focused in 
featuring young generation 
ideas and exhibiting them 
in industrial practicality. 
The Studentpreneur Awards 
facilitated the opportunity 
for students to interact 
with top industrialists in 
converting their unique 
ideas into potential business 
models, be it business, arts 
or science. As many as 200 
students’ group registrations 
had been received for the 
same from schools of Tamil 

Nadu and other northern 
states as well. Many 
students were rewarded 
with the certificate and 
Studentpreneur Award for 
their excellent practical 
solutions. 

Inspirational Guru 
Award was another key 
aspect of the conclave, 
wherein more than 
400 teachers from 
various schools across 
the country have been 
nominated. The perfect 
space to acknowledge the 
contribution of teachers and 
their teaching techniques. 
Their selfless service was 
honoured based on specific 
categories. 

The day one inaugural 
of the ‘Transforming India 
Conclave’ was presided 
by Manimekalai Mohan, 
Founder and Managing 
Trustee along with the chief 
guest Nambi Narayanan, 
Indian Aerospace Engineer 
and Swathy Rohit, Founder 
& CEO, Health Basix.
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Manimekalai Mohan, 
Founder and Managing 
Trustee in her welcome 
note stated that every 
corner has enlightened us 
to revamp, sharpen and be 
more proactive. 

Added that humbleness 
is not learnt from one 
individual but rather is 
acquired from all the 
people whom we come 
across. Inspite of leading 
a celebrity life, many 

tend to carry a down-to-
earth characteristic which 
serves as true inspirational 
material.

“This is not a place 
to prove who we are 
rather this is a place of 
learning”, she added. 
Quoting the life incidents 
of Nambi Narayanan, she 
commented that challenges 
come but not to fall at 
sorrows, stand back and 
keep moving. Confessing 

the truth shall lead every 
individual to win the 
journey of success. 

She extracted her initial 
experiences in establishing 
her journey, wherein 
the ultimate emphasis 
was on truthfulness. She 
encouraged the gathered 
students and other audience 
to follow up on the same to 
achieve success in the right 
way.

CK Kumaravel, CEO, Naturals 
Salon & Spa began with a note 

of leadership “If you are able to make 
others dream more, learn more, do 
more and become more then you are 
a leader”. Having said this, he stated 
that one man or woman can make a 
difference. Quoting the example of 
the complete and legendary life of 
the former president Dr. APJ Abdul 
Kalam, he said, “While the earth 
could have lost a great worrier, heaven 
couldn’t have gotten a better angle”. 
Concentrating on the key factor he said 
that ‘Entrepreneurship’ is the ability to 
dream, to win, to fail and to arise from 
the failures. The real entrepreneur 

makes use of fewer 
resources and achieves 
more success. That 
proves the real ability 
of how far one can 
succeed in making 
their dreams come true 
even at the most crucial 
times. Entrepreneurship 
is not about acquiring a 
management degree but the 
fixation and conversion of problems 
into opportunities. He further stated, 
“If you want to be successful in life 
and business, be unreasonable. A 
reasonable man adapts himself to the 
world, whereas an unreasonable man 

makes the world adapt to 
him”. Every progressive 
change witnessed in the 
world is brought through 
unreasonable people. The 
sooner the realization 
of the purpose of life, 

the sooner the positive 
changes begin. In addition, 

each individual must hold 
responsibility for their quality of life, 

their failures and success rather than 
blaming others for the same. In this 
regard, he quoted, “First is self-belief, 
then comes the God-belief. God is not 
the author of your life but he is the co-
author of your life”.

Followed by the guest felicitation, Padma 
Bhushan awardee Nambi Narayanan, 

Indian Aerospace Engineer addressed the 
students with a note of motivation. Recollecting 
his days with the former Indian President Dr 
APJ Abdul Kalam, he quoted one unrecorded 
incident way back in 1967. During his service 
at Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), 
payload integration was the initial assignment, 
which was not quite often on go. Meanwhile, 
he being a part of the team headed by Dr APJ 
Abdul Kalam, was set to work towards the 
recovery system of the payload. In this regard, 
he quoted the words of Dr Kalam, “Assuming 
that we don’t have a rocket, assuming that we 
have run that successfully, assuming that we 
have to recover the payload. Now, what do 
we do?” This stimulated each of the scientists 
to emerge with a system that ensures a safe 
landing of the payload into the sea. Each team 
member was assigned the responsibility of 
designing a canister, parachute and ejection 
system respectively. Eventually, the recovery 
system testing was a success for the team. In 
this connection, he said, “We have achieved the 
payload recovery system 55 years back when 
we didn’t even have a rocket with us.”

“If you have the willpower and imagination, 
if you are able to dream you can achieve 
whatever you want”, he added.

Further, he quoted his fight against the 
accusation of being a spy in transferring the 
rocket documents to Pakistan in 1994. In 1998, 
the Supreme Court endorsed and adjudicated it 
to be a false accusation. Yet he further fought 
the case, wherein the final verdict was passed in 
the year 2018, which turned out to be a landmark 

j u d g m e n t . 
Demand for 
the culprits to 
be punished 
to ensure such 
incidents don’t 
reoccur to any 
other citizen was 
the prime reason for 
his lawsuit. Claiming compensation for his 
loss was never an intended approach. “If your 
goal is clear and true to your consciousness, 
certainly you can achieve what you want”.

He added that the two examples differed in 
the timeline but the individuals of both cases 
contained the same denominator of willpower 
to imagine, work and fight to show that they can 
achieve. Highlighting the school’s facilities, he 
applauded the staff for their common goal of 
enriching the student knowledge with passion. 
Both mental and physical education helps 
individuals nurture their goals across varied 
sectors.

He concluded with a remark, “With the least 
resource availability if I could achieve ‘Vikas 
engine’ then, with this type of technology what 
you can achieve”.

While answering the questions proposed 
regarding the mental crisis during the false 
accusation, he said, “I had just two choices. 
Either accept the false charge and end up in 
prison or fight back for justice. I decided to 
fight. It is not the sufficiency of mind rather 
one must have intelligence. Once I made my 
decision, I analyzed who, what, why and how 
the problem aroused. This helped me figure out 
a solution and attain my success on the same”.

Subsequently, Swathy Rohit, Co-Founder & 
CEO, Health Basix emphasized the need for 
every student to move with passion. India’s 
positivity lies in the hands of the next generation. 
She added that the present generation has 
the courage to question every inconvenient 
circle to make it in the right manner which 
was absent in the last few decades. This 
improvement in questioning itself is a sign of a 
positive approach to the country’s change. Be it 
development or environment, the contribution 
of the future generation is high as they take part 
in every move. The major factor is ‘equality’ 
and ‘gender roles’ which is uplifted among all 
the young minds. She said, “If we don’t fix a 
problem for all of us, we are never going to 
get there with one person benefitting all the 
pleasures.” Spotlighting the Excellency of the 

SSVM students, 
she said they 
are much more 
confident in 
accomplish ing 
their dreams. 
When questioned 
by one of the students 
regarding the failure of p l a n 
A and for an alternative plan B, astound reply 
was “There is no plan B. If so, then plan B is 
to ensure that plan A gets accomplished’. The 
dynamic approach of the students in achieving 
what they strive for was a matter of inspiration 
and alongside addressed then to make the best 
use of the available resources to streamline 
their success path.

Each day is an 
opportunity

During the 
third day 

of the conclave, 
Chetan Bhagat, 
Indian author, 
columnist and 
YouTuber, addressed 
the student as well 
as the teachers on life, 
success and happiness. The tragic part is that 
most people assume that with age happiness of life 
diminishes. 

The present is meant to be lived no matter how 
old each individual grows. He said, “Once you get 
success, it is all about happiness, but if you are 
not happy, what is the point of achieving success”. 
Every individual aspires to be successful but the 
definition of success differs according to individual 
perspectives. In this context, he stated, “Don’t 
be afraid to define your own success”. Success is 
not achieved unless one has a fixed goal to move 
ahead and most of them fail in having a definite 
goal. Worthwhile elements of life are not attained 
without long effort. 

As a supporting note, he said, “You are valued 
for your achievement if it had a long effort and most 
of the achievers reflect the same and exhibit to be 
a living example for long effort”. Subsequently, he 
stressed the point for the students to convert their 
good deeds into habits which turns out into the best 
investment in yielding success.

Ashish Vidyarthi, Indian 
Actor, Motivational Speaker, 
Co-founder Avid Miner 
enlightened the gathered 
audience on the approach to 
life and how every individual 
needs life. He motivated the 
individuals to discover the 
sparkle within themselves 
through every opportunistic 
invite they receive.

He emphasized that 
individuals should be proactive 
in taking up responsibilities. 
He said, “Each day is an 
opportunity for me if I’m the 
pioneer of my life.” He added 
a note of encouragement 
that every individual has to 
identify the purpose and make 
the best out of the universe 
as is it a granted gift full of 
opportunities. The goal to 
opt for the extraordinary and 
not settle for simple things 
is essential. In this context, 
the crucial part lies in having 
the presence of mind in 
transforming the present 
moment into a production 
value. The question of “What 

do I wish to create?” leads to a 
deep analysis of the core need 
and to fix an attainable goal 
in life. The attainability of 
extraordinary things becomes 
much at ease.

“In life, you have an 
opportunity to create and 
watch a dream. You have to 
be ready for shattered dreams 
because life gives you more 
opportunities to dream and 
create more. In reality, one 
shattered dream will not shatter 
my life”, he added. With more 
opportunities, one must be able 
to pull back from the failures 
and move on to grab the next 
with the same energy. Self-
care is an essential part of 
the journey to achieving the 
extraordinary.

There is no minimum age

During day two of the Conclave, Srisha Mohandoss, Director 
of Education, SSVM institutions stated that some see 

entrepreneurship as a way of profiteering, some as a way of 
living but only a significant sum of entrepreneurs see it as a way 
to create value for society. She emphasized that the demand for 
social entrepreneurs is the need for the hour globally, who create 
value for society, people and the planet. “Entrepreneurship is a 
journey with a lot of commitment, multidisciplinary skill and 
certainly requires raw grit to face any number of challenges”, 
she added.

Pick a passion and don’t let others tell you

Manimekalai Mohan, Founder and Managing Trustee presents a memento to Former Vice-Chancellor of Anna University E. Balagurusamy
in the presence of the other dignitaries.

Define your 
own success
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While addressing the 
conference A.S Kumari, 

Chairman, Tamil Nadu State 
Women’s Commission, Govt. 
of Tamil Nadu exalted the 
Dravidian propaganda and 
the leaders of the Dravidian 
movements. She progressed 
ahead with a brief report of the 
crimes against women. After 
having visited 22 districts in 
the last 6 months, the acquired 
report presented domestic 
violence as the major crime 
against women in Tamil Nadu. 
Alongside, dowry, drugs and 
child marriage contribute to 
other major crimes across the 
state. She mentioned that the 
women’s commission is taking 
up spontaneous measures to 
resolve and lower the rate of 
crime against women and 
children. She highlighted the 
need for awareness among 
people regarding the various 
regulations and provisions 
presented by the state 
government for the safety of 
women. Irrespective of any 
gender awareness should be 
carried across all walks of life.
Mentioning the helpline 
availability provided by the 
state government, she said 
that an estimate of 2000 
cases, walk-in petitions 
and on-call petitions were 
reported in the last six months 
through women helpline 
181. Specifying the lack of 

awareness among the public 
regarding the ‘One Step 
Centres’ established across 
all districts and other helpline 
centres, she advised every 
individual to be updated with 
these facilities and educate 
others as well on the same.
Emphasizing the cyber 
sector, she reported that most 
people from the IT sectors 
and colleges are victimized. 
Handling these technologies 
is much mandatory and 
essential. Social media 
is driven by more threats 
and crime rates have 
rapidly increased through 
it in the recent decade.
Empowering women is a 
need and in this regard, 
she said, “Give women a 
chance and they will rule 
the world. Women are 
great administrators and 
once given the chance they 
are ready to conquer the 
challenges to convert them 
into a successful path”.
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16th National Cyber security Summit at KASC

A S Kumari, Chairman, Tamil Nadu State Women’s Commission, Govt. Of TN lighting the 
lamp during the inaugural along with C.A. Vasuki, Secretary and Director,  

KASC and other delegates.

C.A. Vasuki, Secretary and Director, KASC presents a 
memento to A S Kumari, Chairman, Tamil Nadu State 

Women’s Commission, Govt. Of TN. 
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Kongunadu Arts and 
Science College organized 

the 16th edition of the National 
Cyber Safety and Security 
Standards Summit 2022 in 
association with the Ministry 
of Electronics and Information 
Technology. The two-day 
conference initiated by the 
National Cyber Safety and 
Security Standards comprised 
participants across the country 
and a few from other countries 
as well including industrialists 
and students.

The inauguration of the 
program was initiated with the 
lighting of the lamp presided 
by the chief guest A S Kumari, 
Chairman, Tamil Nadu State 
Women’s Commission, Govt. 
Of TN along with C.A. Vasuki, 
Secretary and Director, KASC, 
Lekeshmanaswamy, Principal 
and other dignitaries of the 
event.

Madhan Shankar, Dean 
of Academics, KASC, 
emphasized the importance 
and need for Cyber security. 
He added stating this initiative 
bridges the gap between the 
industry and Academia. Also 
enhances the opportunity for 
research and development in 
Cyber security sectors. Also 
stated that women and children 
are the vulnerable sectors to 
Cyber threats.

Followed by the felicitation of 
the guests and supporting 

partners, C.A. Vasuki, 
presided over the presidential 
address magnifying the 
guest as a ’Dynamic lady 
with independent views’. 
Alongside, appreciated 
the initiative of Khalieraaj, 
Director, National Cyber Safety 
and Security Standards (NCSSS) in 
establishing a recourse Centre at KASC. In addition, the 
institution serves excellence in academic contributions, 
wherein six of KASC’s students represented the 
national level Hackathon in the presence of Prime 
Minister Modi. She emphasized the fact that every 
student must be empowered in all ways.
She glorified the ’Digital India’ initiative headed by PM 
Modi and that it plays a significant role in the global 
uplifting of India. She added that ’Every good had a 
bad’. Though the technologies have improvised it comes 
along with the baggage of threats. This generation 
is slaved by electronic gadgets. Highlighting data 
theft, pornography and other such cyber threats being 
widened, she mentioned cyber security to be the very 
need for every individual.

Khalieraaj, Director, National 
Cyber Safety and Security 

Standards (NCSSS) applauded 
the firm initiatives of the 
state government under the 
leadership of CM MK Stalin. 
He stated that change begins 
with every individual and that 

everyone must take measures 
to handle technology in a wiser 

manner. Meanwhile, he added that 
media plays a vital role in conveying and passing awareness 
of cyber safety. 

Kongunadu professor participates 
in educating Tribal People 

District forest officers presenting the awareness program to 
the tribal villagers along with the KASC organizers. 
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The Regional Research 
Centre of Indian Council 

of Agricultural Research-
Central Institute of Freshwater 
Aquaculture (ICAR-CIFA), 
Govt. of India, Bengaluru 
organized a series of Tribal 
meets and Awareness 
programmes on Aquaculture 
for Livelihood development 
for Tribal people in the 
Mavanatham, Kali Dhimbam, 
Ittarai villages of Thalamalai 
Panchayat in Erode district, 
under the STC project entitled 
“Livelihood development of 
schedule tribe communities 
in Coimbatore region of Tamil 
Nadu through aquaculture and 
allied intervention strategies”.

Dr S. Raja, Assistant 
Professor, KASC, served 
as the resource person 
for the organized session. 
He highlighted the role of 
ornamental fish culture in 
livelihood development and 
the golden opportunity for 
tribal farmers, researchers and 

policymakers of the country 
to know the present scenario, 
technological advancement 
and future programs for the 
development of tribal people 
through aquaculture.

Followed by,  
K. Anantharaja, Scientist, RRC 
of ICAR-CIFA who educated 
people on commercial and 
profitable fish farming.

A total of 138 beneficiaries 
from the tribal villages 
including R. Suganthan, 
Forest Ranger, Gobi, Forester 
and J. Ranjith, Forest Guard 
were part of the awareness 
programme. Meanwhile, the 
project investigator K. Anantha 
Raja, Scientist thanked K. N. 
Mohanta, the chairman STC 
programme, Saroj Kumar 
Swain, Director, ICAR-
CIFA, Bhubaneswar Odisha, 
C A Vasuki, Secretary and 
Director, KASC, Coimbatore 
and Kiruba Shankar, District 
Forest Officer (DFO), Erode 
for rendering their effective 
support in conducting the 
programme.

Dr. N.G.P. student at Asian Men 
Volleyball Championship

Dr. N.G.P. Arts and Science 
College student represents 
India in the 21st Asian 
Men’s Under 20 Volleyball 
Championship at Riffa,  
Bahrain. S. Bharanidharan, 
third-year B.Sc. CS student 
has previously participated in 
the national volleyball teams 
for five consecutive times. 
Currently, he made it through 
the national selection camping 
and now is set to participate 
in the 21st Asian Men’s Under 
20 Volleyball Championship 
scheduled from 22nd to 29th 
August  2022.
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GBCI India, a part of the U.S. 
Green Building Council 

(‘USGBC’) awarded G Kuppuswamy 
Naidu Memorial Hospital (GKNM), 
Coimbatore with the LEED v4.1 
Operations + Maintenance (O+M) 
Platinum certification. This makes 
it the first project in the Indian 
healthcare sector to receive Platinum, 
the highest level of certification 
offered in this domain. 

Gopalakrishnan Padmanabhan, 
Managing Director – Southeast 
Asia & Middle East, GBCI India 
handed over the LEED certificate 
to Dr. Ragupathy Veluswamy, 
Chief Executive Officer of GKNM 
Hospital.

GKNM Hospital in Coimbatore, 
Tamil Nadu, installed energy-
efficient lighting in its facilities as a 
part of its continuing sustainability 
initiative, resulting in energy 
savings of more than three lakh units 
annually.
‘Science with humanness’, for a 
better world

Dr. Ragupathy Veluswamy, 
Chief Executive Officer, GKNM 

Hospital, said, “We are honoured to 
be recognized for our unwavering 
commitment to the environment 
and sustainability. GKNM not only 
succeeds in healthcare enhancement, 
rather holds responsibility in 
providing a better environment”. 

He said, “We work with the motto of 
‘Science with humanness’.

Let us make the world a better 
place by following the 3Rs of 
reducing, recycling and reuse, and to 
get involved in energy conservation”. 
Further noted that GKNM is 
concerned with global warming and 
will contribute to reducing the in-
house gas emission.

Their tie with Smart Joules helped 
them lower the carbon emission to the 
maximum within the hospital campus 
and help us enroll for the green 
building certification. Becoming 
the first project in India’s healthcare 
sector to receive this highest level of 
certification is a pivotal milestone in 
our journey.

He added a note of gratitude 
to their President Pathy and the 
board of trustees for their continued 
unwavering support.
Sustainable growth is a necessity

Gopalakrishnan Padmanabhan, 
Managing Director – Southeast Asia 
& Middle East, GBCI India, said, 

briefed on the flagship plan LEED 
as a global standard. Eventually, 
he stated that India stands third on 
the global rankings in performing 
sustainability initiatives through 
LEED projects.

Sustainability is calculated under 
the two significant categories as 
Health & Wellness, and Resilience 
& Equity and GKNM hospital has 
relished in exhibiting the best output 

in all the categories in going green in 
all ways.

He added that GKNM is the first 
hospital as of then with the highest 
LEED score of 92 whereas the rest 
of the global Healthcare systems 
stand at 85. Hence this 4.1 Platinum 
Certification is certainly a privilege 
and the best example for healthcare 
sectors to work towards sustainable 
growth for a better world.

“GKNM Hospital has been 
successful in creating a positive 
impact on the environment. At 
the same time, it has also made 
strong climate commitments. GBCI 
will continue to work with more 
such healthcare institutions and 
organizations to ensure sustainability 
standards”, he added.

Meanwhile, Arpit 
Chhapola, Project 
Manager, EDS 
Global briefed on 
the parameters 
involved in 
obtaining the 

certification. A detailed note of 
GKNM scoring under the categories 
of Locality/ transportation, 
sustainable sites, water efficiency, 
energy & atmosphere, materials & 
resources and Indoor environmental 
quality was presented.

The hospital exhibited a great 
lead in all the criteria with more than 
the required global and local average 
score, unlike the other projects.

Followed, Ujjal 
Majumdar, Chief 
Operating Office 
Smart Joules 
acknowledged 
the great 
efforts of 
G K N M 
Hospital in 
fighting against 

climate change. 
He emphasized the fact that 
the hospital saved up to 75% of 
energy consumption which turns 
out to be landslide conservation.

GKNM Hospital becomes the first to receive highest LEED score of 92

Gopalakrishnan Padmanabhan, Managing Director – Southeast Asia & Middle East, GBCI India handing over the LEED certificate to
Dr. Ragupathy Veluswamy, Chief Executive Officer of GKNM Hospital.

We are 
honoured to be 
recognized for 
our unwavering 
commitment to 
the environment 
and sustainability. 
GKNM not 
only succeeds 
in healthcare 
enhancement, 
rather holds 
responsibility 
in providing 
a better 
environment”

”

- Dr. Ragupathy 
Veluswamy, CEO, GKNM

- Gopalakrishnan Padmanabhan, Managing Director – Southeast Asia & Middle East, GBCI India



Þ‰¶vî£¡ ªð£PJò™ 
ñŸÁ‹ ªî£N™¸†ð 

è™ÖK, Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
Þ¡v®®Î† ÝŠ 
ªì‚ù£ôT, Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
è†®ì‚è¬ô è™ÖK ñŸÁ‹, 
Þ‰¶vî£¡ ð£Lªì‚Q‚ 
è™ÖK Þ¬í‰¶ ÝCKò˜ 
Fù ªè£‡ì£†ì‹ 
ñŸÁ‹ M¼¶èœ õöƒ°‹ 
Mö£¬õ»‹ ïìˆFò¶.

Þ‰î Mö£M¡ CøŠ¹ 
M¼‰Fùó£è Ü‡í£ 
ð™è¬ô‚èöè º¡ù£œ 
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èô‰¶ªè£‡ì£ .̃ Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
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è‡¬íò¡ ñŸÁ‹ 
G˜õ£è °¿ñƒèO¡ 
ªêòô£÷˜ HKò£ êFwHó¹ 
º¡Q¬ôJ™ ð™«õÁ 
¶¬øèO™ CøŠHì‹ ªðŸø 
ÝCKò˜ ÝCK¬òèÀ‚° 
ê£¡Pî›, ðî‚èƒèÀì¡ 
Ïð£Œ ðˆ¶ ô†ê‹ 
ñFŠHô£ù ðK²ˆªî£¬è»‹ 
õöƒèŠð†ì¶. Gè›MŸ° 
è™ÖKJ¡ î¬ô¬ñ G˜õ£è 

Ü½õô˜ è¼í£èó¡ 
î¬ô¬ñ î£ƒAù£ .̃ 
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Þ‰¶vî£¡ Þ¡v®®Î† 
ÝŠ ªì‚ù£ôT è™½K 
ºî™õ˜ ïìó£ü¡, 
Þ‰¶vî£¡ è†®ì‚è¬ô 
è™½K ºî™õ˜ ²«ów 
ð£vè˜ ñŸÁ‹, ð£Lªì‚Q‚ 
è™½K ºî™õ˜ «è£Aôõ£E 
Üõ˜èÀì¡ 700‚°‹ 
«ñŸð†ì ÝCKò˜èœ èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡ìù .̃

«è£¬õ Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
ªð£PJò™ ñŸÁ‹ 

ªî£N™¸†ð‚ è™ÖKJ¡ 
Þò‰FóMò™ ¶¬ø «îCò 
Ü÷Mô£ù ÅKòåO 
î£QòƒA I¡ õ£èù 
õ®õ¬ñŠ¹ «ð£†®¬ò 
îIöèˆF™ ªî£ì˜‰¶ 
Í¡ø£õ¶ º¬øò£è 
ïìˆ¶Aø¶. 

ÞF™ BSAR Aªóªê¡† 
ÜPMò™ ñŸÁ‹ 
ªî£N™¸†ð‚ è™ÖK 
Þò‚°ù˜ ýKï£ó£òí£ 

èô‰¶ ªè£‡ì£ .̃  Þ‰î 
õ£èù õ®õ¬ñŠ¹ 
«ð£†®¬ò Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
è™M °¿ñƒèO¡ 
Üøƒè£õô˜ êó²õF 
è‡¬íò¡, G˜õ£è 
ªêòô£÷˜ HKò£ êFwHó¹, 
è™ÖKJ¡ î¬ô¬ñ G˜õ£è 
Ü½õô˜ è¼í£èó¡, 
è™ÖK ºî™õ˜  ªüò£ 
ñŸÁ‹ Þò‰FóMò™ ¶¬ø 
î¬ôõ˜  Cõ£  ÝCKò 
å¼ƒA¬íŠð£÷˜ 
ó£v«ñˆÎ º¡Q¬ôJ™ 

¶õƒA ¬õˆîù .̃ 
Þ‰Fò Ü÷M™ ð™«õÁ 
ñ£Gôƒè¬÷ «ê˜‰î 
²ñ£˜ 600‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì 
ªî£NŸè™M ñ£íõ˜èœ 
ÞF™ èô‰¶ ªè£œAø£˜èœ.

 ï£¡° ï£†èÀ‚° 
ï¬ìªðÁ‹ Þ‰î «ð£†®J™  
ñ£íõ˜èœ õ®õ¬ñ‚°‹ 
õ£èùˆ¬î vì£®‚, 
ìòùI‚v â¡´ø¡v 
ñŸÁ‹ «óv «ð£¡ø 
ð™«õÁ «î˜¾ º¬øèO™ 
ðK«ê£F‚è ðì¾œ÷¶.

Þv«ó£M™ ÜFè «õ¬ôõ£ŒŠ¹ àœ÷¶

Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™ÖK Gè›M™ Þv«ó£  º¡ù£œ  î¬ôõ˜  Cõ¡ ðƒ«èŸ¹

«è£
¬õ Þ‰¶vî£¡ è¬ô 
ñŸÁ‹ ÜPMò™ è™ÖKJ¡, 
Ýó£Œ„C ñŸÁ‹ º¶è¬ô 

èEQ ðò¡ð£´èœ ¶¬ø ê£˜ð£è «îCò 
Ü÷Mô£ù è™ÖKèÀ‚A¬ì«òò£ù 
ªî£N™¸†ð è¼ˆîóƒ° ï¬ìªðŸø¶.

Þ‚è¼ˆîóƒA™ Þv«ó£ º¡ù£œ 
î¬ôõ˜ Cõ¡ î¬ô¬ñ M¼‰Fùó£è 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡´ CøŠ¹¬ó õöƒA 
«ð²¬èJ™: ïñ¶ Þ‰Fò Üó² 
âô‚†ó£Q‚v ¶¬ø¬ò «ñ‹ð´ˆî Iè¾‹ 
àÁ¶¬íò£è Þ¼‰¶ õ¼A¡ø¶. å¼ 
Þô†ê‹ «è£® âô‚†ó£Qèv ¶¬ø¬ò 
«ñ‹ð´ˆî ºîh´ ªêŒ¶œ÷¶. 

ï‹ ï£´ Ü¬ùˆ¶ˆ ¶¬øèO½‹ 
IèŠªðKò õ÷˜„C¬ò Ü¬ì‰¶ 
õ¼A¡ø¶. Ü¶ ïè˜¹øƒèœ ñ†´I¡P 
Aó£ñŠ¹øƒèO½‹ IèŠªðKò õ÷˜„C¬ò 
ªî£†´ õ¼A¡ø¶. º‚Aòñ£è 
ªì‚ù£ôTJ¡ õ÷˜„C IèŠªðKò 
ðƒ° õ°‚A¡ø¶. º¡¹ â™ô£‹ 
¹ò™ à¼õ£ù£™ ªð¼‹ ÞöŠ¹è¬÷ 
ê‰Fˆ¶ õ‰«î£‹. Ýù£™ îŸ«ð£¶ 
ªì‚ù£ôTJ¡ õ÷˜„CJ™ «ê†®¬ô† 
Íô‹ ïñ‚° º¡Ã†®«ò îèõ™ ªî£ì˜¹ 
ãŸð†´ ¹òô£™ õ¼‹ «ðóN¬õ î´‚è 
º¡«ùŸð£´è¬÷ ªêŒ¶ õ¼A¡«ø£‹. 

Þv«ó£ â¡ø£™ ÜPMò™ 
Ýó£Œ„Cò£÷˜èœ ñ†´‹ ðE¹K»‹ 
Þì‹ â¡Á G¬ù‚A¡ø£˜èœ. Ýù£™ 
Ü¶ îõÁ. ÜFèñ£è è¬ô ÜPMò™ 
ð£ìŠðK¾èœ ð®Šðõ˜èÀ‚°‹ ÜFèñ£ù 
«õ¬ô õ£ŒŠ¹èœ Þv«ó£M™ àœ÷¶.

ñ£íõ˜èOì‹ ¹Fò 
è‡´H®Š¹èÀ‚è£ù ºòŸC º‚Aò‹. 
«î£™M¬ò‚ è‡´ ¶õ‡´Mì£b˜èœ. 
cƒèœ àƒè÷¶ õ£›‚¬èJ™ å¼ Cô 
«ïóƒèO™ Kv‚è£ù º®¾è¬÷ â´ˆî£™ 
ñ†´«ñ ªõŸP A¬ì‚°‹.  

Þ¡Â‹ 10 Ý‡´èO™ Þ‰Fò£ î¡ 
õ÷˜„CJ¡ Íô‹ àô¬è«ò F¼‹HŠ 
ð£˜‚°‹ ï£ì£è ñ£Á‹. Ü¬ùˆ¶ 
ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚A¬ì«ò ãî£õ¶ å¼ Cø‰î 
Fø¬ñ Þ¼‚°‹. Ü¶ â¡ùªõ¡Á 
Üõóõ˜èÀ‚«è ªîK»‹. Ü¬î ï¡° 
«ñ‹ð´ˆF‚ ªè£œÀƒèœ. 

CÁ CÁ Þô‚°è¬÷ «ï£‚AŠ ðòEˆ¶ 
ÜF™ ªõŸP Ü¬ì»ƒèœ. e‡´‹ Ü´ˆî 
Þô‚¬è «ï£‚AŠ ðòE‚è ¶õƒ°ƒèœ. 
Ü«î «ð£™î£¡ Þv«ó£M™ ó£‚ªè†´‹. 
àƒèÀ¬ìò ºî™ âFK«ò îò‚è‹ î£¡, 
Üî¬ù É‚A âP»ƒèœ. àƒèÀ¬ìò 
õ£›M™ ªõŸP G„êò‹ A†´‹ â¡Á 
«ðCù£ .̃

«îCò Ü÷M™ ï¬ìªðŸø 
Þ‚è¼ˆîóƒA™ Þ‰Fò£ º¿õF™ 
Þ¼‰¶ ð™«õÁ ð™è¬ô‚èöè‹ ñŸÁ‹ 
è™ÖKèO™ Þ¼‰¶ 1000 ‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì 
º¶è¬ô ñŸÁ‹ Þ÷ƒè¬ô ñ£íõ˜èœ, 
«ðó£CKò, «ðó£CK¬òèœ, èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡´ ÝŒ¾‚è†´¬óè¬÷ õöƒ°î™, 
ªî£N™¸†ð Mù£® Mù£, ñ£˜‚ªè†®ƒ 
H¬ö F¼ˆ¶î™, õ¬ô Ü¬ñŠ¹ «ð£¡ø 
«ð£†®èO™ ðƒ«èŸøù .̃ «ð£†®J™ 
ªõŸP ªðŸøõ˜èÀ‚° ê£¡Pî›èœ, ðK²‚ 
«èìòƒèœ õöƒèŠð†ì¶.

ªî£N™¸†ð è¼ˆîóƒA™ Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™M GÁõùƒèO¡ G˜õ£è Üøƒè£õô˜  
êóvõFè‡¬íò¡, Þv«ó£ º¡ù£œ î¬ôõ˜ CõÂ‚° G¬ù¾Š ðKC¬ù õöƒ°Aø£ .̃ 

àì¡, (ÞìI¼‰¶) è™ÖKJ¡ î¬ô¬ñ G˜õ£è ÜFè£K è¼í£èó¡, G˜õ£è ªêòô£÷˜ HKò£.

è¬ô ÜPMò™ ð®Š¹èÀ‚°

ÝCKò˜ Fù ªè£‡ì£†ì‹
Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™M GÁõùƒèO™ «îCò Ü÷Mô£ù ÅKòåO I¡ õ£èù õ®õ¬ñŠ¹ «ð£†®

Þ‰¶vî£¡ è¬ô ÜPMò™ 
è™ÖKJ¡ è£†Cˆ 

ªî£ì˜Hò™ ¶¬ø ê£˜ð£è 
ï®è˜ Ý˜ò£ ï®ˆî «èŠì¡ 
F¬óŠðì ÜPºè Mö£ 
ï¬ìªðŸø¶. 

Þ‰î Mö£M™ ï®è˜ Ý˜ò£ 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡´ Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
è¬ô ñŸÁ‹ ÜPMò™ 
è™ÖK, Þ‰¶vî£¡ ê˜õ«îê 
ðœO ñŸÁ‹ Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
ªñ†K°«ôê¡ ðœOJ™ 
ðJ¡Á õ¼‹ NSS, NCC, YRC, 
Sports, Rotract, Cultural, Lions 
club ñŸÁ‹ õ°ŠH™ ºîLì‹ 
H®ˆ¶ ð™«õÁ ê£î¬ùè¬÷Š 
ð¬ìˆî ñ£íõ ñ£íMèÀ‚° 
M¼¶èœ õöƒA ð£ó£†®ù£ .̃

ï®è˜ Ý˜ò£ ï®ŠH™ 
F¬ó‚° õóM¼‚°‹ «èŠì¡ 
F¬óŠðìˆF¡ ÜPºèˆFŸè£è 
õ‰îõ˜ ï¡ø£è CøŠð£ŸPò 
ñ£íõ ñ£íMèÀ‚° “«èŠì¡ 

M¼¶” â¡ø î¬ôŠH™ M¼¶ 
õöƒA ñ£íõ ñ£íMè¬÷ 
ªè÷óMˆî£ .̃ 

Ü¶ñ†´I¡P ñ£íõ˜èœ 
ïìˆFò è¬ô Gè›„Cè¬÷»‹, 
Üõ˜èœ «è†ì «èœMèÀ‚°‹ 
CøŠð£è ðFôOˆî£ .̃

«ñ½‹, Þ‰î Mö£M™ 
Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™M 
GÁõùƒèO¡ G˜õ£è 
Üøƒè£õô˜ êóvõF 
è‡¬íò¡, ªêòô£÷˜ 
HKò£ êbvHó¹, Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
è™M GÁõùƒèO¡ 
î¬ô¬ñ G˜õ£è ÜFè£K 
è¼í£èó¡, Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
è¬ô ÜPMò™ è™ÖKJ¡ 
ºî™õ˜ ªð£¡Âê£I, è£†Cˆ 
ªî£ì˜Hò™ ¶¬øJ¡ î¬ôõ˜ 
²ŠHóñEò¡, «ðó£CKò˜èœ 
ñŸÁ‹ ñ£íõ ñ£íMèœ 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡´ Gè›„C¬ò 
CøŠHˆîù .̃

Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™ÖK ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° 

“«èŠì¡ M¼¶” õöƒAò ï®è˜ Ý˜ò£ 
®T†ì™ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆF™ îIöè‹ 
º¡«ù£® - Ü¬ñ„ê˜ ñ«ù£ îƒèó£x

«è£¬õ Þ‰¶vî£¡ 
ªî£N™¸†ð‚ è™ÖKJ™ 

Ü‡¬ñJ™ ï¬ìªðŸø 
ªñ¡ªð£¼œ ªî£ì˜ð£ù 
«ý‚èˆî£¡ «ð£†®¬ò îIöè 
îèõ™ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ ¶¬ø 
Ü¬ñ„ê˜ ñ«ù£ îƒèó£x 
¶õ‚A ¬õˆî£ .̃

ñˆFò è™M Ü¬ñ„êèˆF¡ 
¹ˆî£‚èŠ HKM¡ vñ£˜† 
Þ‰Fò£ «ý‚èˆî£¡ 2022 
ªñ¡ªð£¼œ ªî£ì˜ð£ù 
ÞÁFŠ «ð£†® «è£¬õ 
åˆî‚è£™ ñ‡ìð‹ ð°FJ™ 
àœ÷ Þ‰¶vî£¡ ªî£N™ 
¸†ð è™ÖK õ÷£èˆF™ 
àœ÷ «ï£ì™ ¬ñò ÜóƒA™ 
ï¬ìªðŸø¶.

º¡ùî£è ï¬ìªðŸø 
Þî¡ ¶õ‚è Mö£M™, 
Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™M °¿ñƒèO¡ 
G˜õ£è Üøƒè£õô˜ êóvõF 
è‡¬íò¡ î¬ô¬ñ 
î£ƒAù£ .̃ G˜õ£è ªêòô£÷˜ 
HKò£ êbw Hó¹ ñŸÁ‹ 
î¬ô¬ñ G˜õ£è ÜFè£K 
è¼í£èó¡ ÝA«ò£˜ 
º¡Q¬ô õAˆîù .̃

è™ÖK ºî™õ˜ ïìó£ü¡ 
Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹ õó«õŸÁ 
«ðCù£ .̃ CøŠ¹ M¼‰Fùó£è 
îIöè îèõ™ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ 

¶¬ø Ü¬ñ„ê˜ ñ«ù£ îƒèó£x 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡´ «ý‚èˆî£¡ 
«ð£†®¬ò ¶õ‚A ¬õˆ¶ 
«ðCù£ .̃

ÜŠ«ð£¶ Üõ ,̃ Ü¬ùˆ¶ 
ªî£N™ ¶¬øJ½‹ îèõ™ 
ªî£N™ ¸†ð‹ º‚Aò ðƒ° 
õA‚Aø¶. 

°PŠð£è îIöèˆF™ 
è£Aî‹ Þ™ô£ ð†ªü†, 
ê†ìñ¡ø àÁŠHù˜èÀ‚° 
«î¬õò£ù îèõ™ ðKñ£Ÿø‹ 
«ð£¡ø ªêò™ð£´èO™ 
®T†ì™ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬î 
ðò¡ð´ˆFòF™ îIöè‹ 
Þ‰Fò£M«ô«ò º¡ ñ£FK 
ñ£Gôñ£è Þ¼Šðî£è 
ªîKMˆî£ .̃

îèõ™ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆF™ 
îIöè Þ¬÷ë˜èœ Ü¬ùˆ¶ 
¶¬øèO½‹ ºˆF¬ó ðFˆ¶ 
õ¼õî£è ÃPò Üõ ,̃ °PŠð£è 
ñ¼ˆ¶õ‹, Mõê£ò‹, è™M 
«ð£¡ø ¶¬øèO™ îIöèˆF™ 
îèõ™ ªî£N™ ¸†ð 
Fø¡ ÜFèKˆ¶ õ¼õî£è 
ªîKMˆî£ .̃

«ñ½‹ îIöèˆF¡ è¬ì 
«è£® Aó£ñˆFŸ°‹ Þ¬íò 
õêF¬ò «ñ‹ð´ˆ¶õ«î 
îIöè ÜóC¡ °P‚«è£œ âù 
°PŠH†ì£ .̃

ï®è˜ Ý˜ò£¾‚° ñKò£¬î ªê½ˆ¶Aø£˜ 
Þ‰¶vî£¡ è™M GÁõùƒèO¡ G˜õ£è 

Üøƒè£õô˜ êóvõF è‡¬íò¡. 
Ü¼A™ ªêòô£÷˜ HKò£ êbvHó¹.

Mö£M™ Ü‡í£ ð™è¬ô‚èöè  
º¡ù£œ ¶¬í«õ‰î˜ ð£ô°¼ê£I ÝCKò¼‚° M¼¶ õöƒ°Aø£ .̃

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° «èŠì¡ M¼¶ õöƒAò ï®è˜ Ý˜ò£.

ñ£íõ˜èOì‹ à¬óò£´Aø£˜ Ü¬ñ„ê˜ ñ«ù£ îƒèó£x.

03F «è£¬õ ªñJ™õ£óÞî› ªêŠ 4 -- 10, 2022



F «è£¬õ ªñJ™04 õ£óÞî›ªêŠ 4 -- 10, 2022

ªê¡¬ù¬ò Ü´ˆî õ£ùèóˆF™ 
àœ÷ îQò£˜ F¼ñí 

ñ‡ìðˆF™, èì‰î ü¨¬ô ñ£î‹ 
11 Ý‹ «îF, ÜFºè Þ¬ì‚è£ôŠ 
ªð£¶„ ªêòô£÷ó£è, âìŠð£® 
ðöQê£I «î˜¾ ªêŒòŠð†ì£ .̃ 
Ü«î ï£O™, æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹ 
ñŸÁ‹ Üõó¶ Ýîóõ£÷˜èœ, 
è†CJ¡ Ü®Šð¬ì àÁŠHù˜ 
ðîMJ™ Þ¼‰¶ c‚èŠð†ìù .̃

ÞîŸ° âF˜Š¹ˆ ªîKMˆî 
æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹, ÜFºè 
ªð£¶‚°¿‚ Ã†ìˆFŸ° âFó£è, 
ªê¡¬ù àò˜ cFñ¡øˆF™ 
õö‚° ªî£ì˜‰î£ .̃ Þ‰î õö‚¬è 
Mê£Kˆî àò˜ cFñ¡ø îQ 
cFðF ªüò„ê‰Fó¡, ÜFºè 
ªð£¶‚°¿‚ Ã†ì‹ ªê™ô£¶ 
â¡Á‹, Þ¬ì‚è£ôŠ ªð£¶„ 
ªêòô£÷ó£è, âìŠð£® ðöQê£I 
«î˜¾ ªêŒòŠð†ì¶ ªê™ô£¶ 
â¡Á‹ b˜Š¹ ÜOˆî£ .̃ Þ¶, 
æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹ îóŠ¹‚° 
ñA›„C¬ò ãŸð´ˆFò¶.

Þîù£™ è´‹ ÜF¼ŠF 
Ü¬ì‰î âìŠð£® ðöQê£I, 
îQ cFðFJ¡ b˜Š¬ð âF˜ˆ¶, 
ªê¡¬ù àò˜ cFñ¡ø Þó‡´ 
cFðFèœ ªè£‡ì Üñ˜M™ «ñ™ 
º¬øf´ ªêŒî£ .̃ Þ‰î õö‚A™ 
Þ¼ îóŠ¹ õ£îƒèœ º®õ¬ì‰¶ 
b˜Š¹ åˆF ¬õ‚èŠð†ì G¬ôJ™ 
ªõœO‚Aö¬ñ b˜Š¹ ÜO‚èŠð†´ 
àœ÷¶.

ªê¡¬ù àò˜ cFñ¡ø 
Þ¼ cFðFèœ Üñ˜¾, cFðF 
ªüò„ê‰Fó¡ Üñ˜¾ b˜Š¬ð óˆ¶ 
ªêŒ¶œ÷¶. Þî¡ Íô‹ ü¨¬ô 
11 Ý‹ «îF ï¬ìªðŸø ÜFºè 
ªð£¶‚°¿‚ Ã†ì‹ ªê™½‹ 

â¡Á‹, Þ¬ì‚è£ôŠ ªð£¶„ 
ªêòô£÷ó£è, âìŠð£® ðöQê£I 
«î˜¾ ªêŒòŠð†ì¶ ªê™½‹ 
âù b˜Š¹ ÜOˆ¶, îQ cFðF 
ªüò„ê‰FóQ¡ àˆîó¬õ óˆ¶ 
ªêŒîù .̃ Þ¶, âìŠð£® ðöQê£I 
îóŠ¹‚° àŸê£èˆ¬î ãŸð´ˆF 
àœ÷¶.

Þ‰î b˜Š¹ Íô‹, ÜFºè 
Þ¬ì‚è£ôŠ ªð£¶„ ªêòô£÷ó£è, 
âìŠð£® «è.ðöQê£I 
ªî£ì˜Aø£ .̃ èì‰î ªüò„ê‰Fó¡ 
b˜Š¹ ð£îèñ£è Ü¬ñ‰î¶. 
Þîù£™ âìŠð£® îóŠHù˜ 
àŸê£è‹ °¬ø‰¶ è£íŠð†ìù .̃ 
Þî¡ ªõOŠð£ìè«õ 
àCô‹ð†® â‹.â™.ã. äòŠð¡, 
æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õˆ¶‚° Ýîóõ£è 
ñ£Pù£ .̃

Þ¼ cFðFèœ Üñ˜¾ 
b˜ŠH¡ð® âìŠð£® ðöQê£I 
Þ¬ì‚è£ô ªð£¶„ªêòôó£è 
ªî£ì˜Aø£ .̃ âŠð®»‹ Þ‰î 
b˜Š¹‚° æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹ îóŠ¹  
«ñ™º¬øf´ ªêŒ»‹. õö‚°èœ 
ñ£P ñ£P ªê¡ø£½‹ 2024 
ñ‚è÷¬õˆ «î˜îL¡«ð£¶ «î˜î™ 
Ý¬íò‹ â´‚°‹ º®¾ î£¡ 
ÞÁFò£ù¶ Ý°‹. 

ÜŠ«ð£¶ «î˜î™ Ý¬íò‹, 
C¡ùˆ¬î âìŠð£® ðöQê£I 
îóŠHì‹ õöƒ°Aøî£ Ü™ô¶ 
ºì‚°Aøî£ â¡ð«î «èœM‚°P. 
«î˜î™ Ý¬íòˆ¬î ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó 
1997 ªüòôLî£, F¼ï£¾‚èó² 
õö‚A¡ð® C¡ùˆ¬î ºì‚°‹ 
õ£ŒŠ¹‹ àœ÷¶. 

Þ™¬ôªòQ™ ê£F‚ ÜL 
ñŸÁ‹ ÜA«ôw ò£îš õö‚A¡ð® 
ÜFè G˜õ£Aèœ, ñ‚èœ HóFGFèœ 
â‡E‚¬è¬ò èí‚°‚è£†® 
âìŠð£® ðöQê£I õê‹ Þó†¬ì 
Þ¬ô¬ò õöƒ°‹ õ£ŒŠ¹‹ 
àœ÷¶.

ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹ «ñ™º¬øf´ 
ªêŒ¶ b˜Š¹ îù‚° ê£îèñ£è 
ªðÁõîŸ° º¡¹ âìŠð£® 
ðöQê£I ªð£¶„ªêòô¼‚è£ù 
«î˜¬õ ïìˆ¶Aø£ó£ â¡ð¬î 
ð£˜‚è «õ‡´‹. ªî£‡ì˜è÷£™ 
«î˜õ£ù ªð£¶„ªêòôó£è 
âìŠð£® ðöQê£I «î˜õ£ù£™ 
Ü¶ Üõ¼‚° Ã´î™ ðôñ£è 
ñ£Á‹. ªð£¶„ªêòô˜ «î˜î¬ô 
ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó ÜŠðîM‚° 
«ð£†®Jì‚Ã®òõ˜ 5 Ý‡´èœ 
è†CJ¡ î¬ô¬ñ‚èöè 
ªð£ÁŠ¹èO™ Þ¼‰F¼‚è 
«õ‡´‹, 10 ñ£õ†ì„ ªêòô˜èœ 
º¡ªñ£Nò «õ‡´‹, 10 
ñ£õ†ì„ªêòô˜èœ õNªñ£Nò 
«õ‡´‹ âù Gð‰î¬ù 
MF‚èŠð†´œ÷¶.

Þ‰î b˜ñ£ù‹ â¡ð¶ õò¶ 
õ‰î Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ õ£‚°K¬ñ 
â¡ø ñó¬ð ePò¶. âù«õ, 
õ£‚è£÷˜è÷£è Þ¼Šðõ˜èœ î£¡ 
º¡ªñ£Nò¾‹, õNªñ£Nò¾‹ 
º®»‹. ÜFºè ªð£¶„ªêòô˜ 
«î˜î¬ô ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó 
ªî£‡ì˜è«÷ õ£‚è£÷˜è÷£è 
Þ¼Šðî£™ ªî£‡ì˜è«÷ 
º¡ªñ£N‰¶, õNªñ£Nò 
«õ‡´‹.

ªî£‡ì˜è¬÷ ñ£õ†ì„ 
ªêòô˜èœ, å¡Pò„ ªêòô˜èœ âù 
îó‹ HKˆ¶ õNªñ£Nò ªê£™õ¶ 
üùï£òèˆ¶‚° ºóí£ù ªêò™. 
Þ¶ õ£‚è£÷˜è¬÷ îó‹ HK‚°‹ 
ªêò™ Ý°‹. Þ¬î «è£®†´ 
ò£ó£õ¶ cFñ¡øˆ¶‚° ªê¡ø£™ 
ªð£¶„ªêòô˜ «î˜î½‚° î¬ì 
A¬ì‚è «ïK´‹. Üšõ£Á 
ïì‰î£™ âìŠð£® ðöQê£Iò£™ 
ªî£‡ì˜è÷£™ «î˜õ£ù 
ªð£¶„ªêòôó£è õó Þòô£¶.

æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹ ñŸÁ‹ 
âìŠð£® ðöQê£I ÝAò 
Þ¼õ¼‹ ªî£‡ì˜è÷£™ «î˜¾ 

ªêŒòŠð†ì å¼ƒA¬íŠð£÷ ,̃ 
Þ¬í å¼ƒA¬íŠð£÷˜ â¡ðî£™ 
Üõ˜è¬÷ c‚°‹ ÜFè£ó‹ 
ªð£¶‚°¿¾‚° à‡ì£ â¡ð¶ 
«èœM‚°Pî£¡.

æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õˆ¬î 
ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó êCèô£, 
®.®.M.Fùèó¡ ÝA«ò£¬ó 
Þ¬íˆ¶ âìŠð£® ðöQê£I‚° 
ªï¼‚è® ªè£´‚èô£‹ âù 
èí‚°Š «ð£†®¼‰î£ .̃ è£óí‹, 
Üšõ£ø£ù ÜE «ê˜‚¬è â¡ð¶ 
îIöèˆF™ 6.7 êîiî ðô‹ 
ªè£‡ì º‚°ôˆ«î£˜è¬÷ å¡Á 
Fó†® ªï¼‚è® ªè£´‚èô£‹ âù 
â‡EJ¼‰î£ .̃

Ýù£™, ÞŠ«ð£¶ 
ð£îèñ£è õ‰¶œ÷ b˜Šð£™ 
æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õˆF¡ èí‚°‚° 
º†´‚è†¬ì «ð£´õ¶ «ð£ô 
àœ÷¶. Ýù£™, Þ‰î b˜Š¹ 
ÞÁFò£ù¶ Ü™ô â¡ð¶‹, 
«ñ™º¬øf´‚° H¡ ñ£øô£‹ 
â¡ð¶‹ ñÁ‚è º®ò£î à‡¬ñ. 

«ñ½‹, «î˜î™ Ý¬íò‹ 
â´‚°‹ º®¬õ F™L ð£üè 
î¬ô¬ñò£™ î¬ôf´ ªêŒò 
º®»‹. ð£üè î¬ô¬ñ â‰î 
ÜE‚° Ýîó¾ ªîKM‚è 

Þ¼‚Aø¶, Þó†¬ì Þ¬ô¬ò 
ªè£´‚è G¬ù‚Aøî£ Ü™ô¶ 
ºì‚è G¬ù‚Aøî£ â¡ð¬î»‹ 
ªð£ÁˆF¼‰¶ î£¡ ð£˜‚è 
«õ‡´‹.  

âìŠð£® ðöQê£I‚° 
F™LJ½‹, ªê¡¬ùJ½‹ 
Hóîñ˜ «ñ£®¬ò ê‰F‚è 
õ£ŒŠ¹ A¬ì‚è£ñ™ «ð£ù¶. 
Ü«î«ð£ô, ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹ ñè¡ 
ói‰Fóï£ˆ¶‚° Hóîñ¼ì¡ 
Þí‚èñ£è Þ¼‚°‹ õ£ŒŠ¹‹ 
A¬ìˆî¶. 

«ñ½‹, ói‰Fóï£ˆ°ñ£¬ó 
îŸ«ð£¶ õ¬ó ÜFºè 
àÁŠHùó£è«õ ñ‚è÷¬õJ™ 
ªî£ìó ÜÂñF ÜOˆ¶œ÷¶ 
ñˆFò ÜóC¡ ÝC 
æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õˆ¶‚° Þ¼‚Aø¶ 
â¡ø îèõ¬ô ªõOŠð´ˆ¶õî£è 
àœ÷¶.  

Ü¬ó ÞÁF Ý†ìˆF™ 
âìŠð£® ðöQê£I ªõŸP 
ªðŸÁœ÷£ .̃ Ýù£™, ÞÁF 
Ý†ìˆF™ ò£˜ ªõŸPŠ ªðø 
«ð£Aø£˜èœ â¡ð¬î «î˜î™ 
Ý¬íò‹ â´‚°‹ º®¾ î£¡ 
b˜ñ£Q‚°‹.

ÞÁF Ý†ì‹?
æ.ð¡m˜ªê™õˆ¬î ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó êCèô£, 
®.®.M.Fùèó¡ ÝA«ò£¬ó Þ¬íˆ¶ âìŠð£® 
ðöQê£I‚° ªï¼‚è® ªè£´‚èô£‹ âù èí‚°Š 
«ð£†®¼‰î£˜. è£óí‹, Üšõ£ø£ù ÜE «ê˜‚¬è 
â¡ð¶ îIöèˆF™ 6.7 êîiî ðô‹ ªè£‡ì 
º‚°ôˆ«î£˜è¬÷ å¡Á Fó†® ªï¼‚è® ªè£´‚èô£‹ 
âù â‡EJ¼‰î£˜.

¬èªè£´‚°ñ£ 

ê£í‚Aò¡
F «è£¬õ ªñJ™

«î˜î™ Ý¬íò‹ ¬èJ™ ÞÁF º®¾

””
Þ¶ °Pˆ¶ ÜóCò™ Mñ˜êè˜ KS ÃÁ‹«ð£¶, ÞŠ«ð£¶ õ‰¶œ÷ 
b˜Š¹ âìŠð£® ðöQê£I‚° ÝÁî™ ÜOŠð¶ «ð£ô àœ÷¶. Ýù£™, 
ÜóCò™ è†Cè¬÷Š ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó ÞÁF º®¾ «î˜î™ Ý¬íòˆF™ 
î£¡ â´‚è º®»‹. Ü‰î õ¬èJ™ 2024 ñ‚è÷¬õˆ «î˜î½‚° 
º¡ð£è«õ Cõ«êù£, ÜFºè ÝAò Þó‡´ è†CèO¡ àœè†C 
Hó„ê¬ùèO½‹ «î˜î™ Ý¬íò‹ º®¾ â´‚è «õ‡®»œ÷¶. 

Þ¬õ Þó‡´«ñ ð£üèMù Ã†ìE è†Cèœ â¡ð¶ ²õ£óCòñ£ù 
Mûò‹. Ý¬èò£™ Þó‡´ õö‚°èO½‹ «î˜î™ Ý¬íò‹, ð£üè 
î¬ô¬ñ‚° â¶ ô£ð«ñ£ Üˆî¬èò º®¬õ î£¡ â´‚°‹. «ñ½‹ Þ‰î 
b˜Š¹ à„ê cFñ¡ø «ñ™º¬øf†®™ ñ£ø¾‹ õ£ŒŠ¹ àœ÷¶ â¡ø£˜ 
KS.

“Þ‰Fò˜èO¡ è‡´H®Š¹ 
àô¬è‚ è†ì¬ñ‚è àîM»œ÷ù”

H.âv.T è™ÖKJ™ ð†ìñOŠ¹ Mö£ 

H.âv.T è¬ô ñŸÁ‹ 
ÜPMò™ è™ÖKJ¡ 

34 õ¶ ð†ìñOŠ¹ Mö£ 
ï¬ìªðŸø¶. H.âv.T 
Üø‚è†ì¬÷J¡ 
G˜õ£è Üøƒè£õô˜ 
«è£ð£ôA¼wí¡ Gè›¬õˆ 
¶õ‚A ¬õˆî£ .̃ è™ÖKJ¡ 
ºî™õ˜ H¼‰î£ õó«õŸ¹¬ó 
õöƒA Ý‡ìP‚¬è 
õ£Cˆî£ .̃

ªðƒèÙK™ 
ó£µõ «ñ‹ð£†´ 
Ýó£Œ„C‚ èöèˆF¡ 
Þò‚°ïó£èŠ ðEò£ŸÁ‹ 
à«ð‰Fó°ñ£˜Cƒ CøŠ¹ 
M¼‰Fùó£è èô‰¶ ªè£‡´ 
ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ð†ìƒè¬÷ 
õöƒAù£ .̃  

Üõ˜ «ð²¬èJ™: 
Þ¡¬øò Þ¬÷ë˜èœ 
î£¡ ï£†®¡ âF˜è£ôˆ 

î¬ôõ˜è÷£è¾‹, Ü¬î‚ 
è†ì¬ñ‚è õ™ô¬ñ 
ð¬ìˆîõ˜è÷£è¾‹ 
M÷ƒ°õ£˜èœ. ðô 
ÜPõ£˜‰î Fø¡ ð¬ìˆî 
ÝÀ¬ñè¬÷‚ ªè£‡ì 
Þ‰Fò˜èO¡ è‡´H®Š¹èœ 
ï£‹ õ£¿‹ àô¬è‚ 
è†ì¬ñˆ¶œ÷î£è¾‹ 
²†®‚è£†®ù£ .̃

«ñ½‹ ªï¼‚è®ò£ù 
è£ôˆ¬î»‹ êõ£™è¬÷»‹ 
âšõ£Á ¬èò£œõ¶ 
â¡ð¬î‚ ªè£«ó£ù£ 
ªð¼‰ªî£ŸÁ ïñ‚° 
èŸÁ‚ªè£´ˆ¶œ÷¶. 
Ü¶«ð£ô Þ¡¬øò êõ£™ 
G¬ø‰î àôA™ ïñ¶ 
«î¬õè¬÷ âF˜ªè£œ÷ 
«ï˜ñ¬øò£ù C‰î¬ù¬ò»‹ 
â‡íˆ¬î»‹ ð†ìî£Kèœ 
õ÷˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´‹. 
Þ‰Fò£M¡ êÍè ÜóCò™ 

«ñ‹ð£†®Ÿ°‹ ªð£¼÷£î£ó 
º¡«ùŸøˆFŸ°‹ Üõ˜èœ 
ð£´ðì «õ‡´‹ â¡Á‹ 
ÃPù£ .̃

MŠ«ó£ GÁõùˆF¡ 
Þ‰Fò Ü÷Mô£ù è™ÖK 
õ÷£èŠ ðEòñ˜ˆî™ 
HKM¡ î¬ôõ˜ ó£Fè£ óM 
ªè÷óõ M¼‰Fùó£è‚ èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡´ 117 ºî™ ñFŠªð‡ 
ªðŸø ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°Š 
ðî‚èƒè¬÷»‹ 
ê£¡Pî›è¬÷»‹ õöƒAù£ .̃  

ð†ìñOŠ¹ Mö£M™ 
55 º¬ùõ˜ ð†ìƒèÀ‹, 
889 º¶G¬ôŠ ð†ìƒèÀ‹, 
2589 Þ÷G¬ôŠ ð†ìƒèÀ‹ 
õöƒèŠð†ìù. 

ÞF™ H.âv.T è™M 
GÁõùƒèO¡ ð™«õÁ 
Ý†C‚°¿ àÁŠHù˜èœ, 
¶¬øˆî¬ôõ˜èœ, 
«ðó£CKò˜èœ èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡ìù .̃

 F «è£¬õ ªñJ™

ð†ìñOŠ¹ Mö£M™ CøŠ¹ M¼‰Fù˜ à«ð‰Fó°ñ£˜Cƒ ñ£íM‚° ð†ìˆF¬ù 
õöƒ°Aø£ .̃ àì¡, (ÞìI¼‰¶) H.âv.T Üø‚è†ì¬÷J¡ G˜õ£è Üøƒè£õô˜ 
«è£ð£ôA¼wí¡, ªè÷óõ M¼‰Fù˜ ó£Fè£ óM, è™ÖKJ¡ ºî™õ˜ H¼‰î£.

°ñó°¼ è™M GÁõùƒèœ 
ê£˜H™ 75 õ¼ì ²î‰Fó 

Þ‰Fò£¬õ ªè£‡ì£´‹ 
Mîñ£è ‘F Ý˜Š’ â¡ø 
G¬ùõ£ôò‹ «è£¬õ 
°ñó°¼ ªî£N™¸†ð‚ 
è™ÖKJ™ è†ìŠð†´œ÷¶. 
Þî¡ FøŠ¹ Mö£ 
ªõœO‚Aö¬ñ ï¬ìªðŸø¶. 

FøŠ¹ Mö£ Gè›„CJ™ 
Ü¬ñF‚è£ù «ï£ð™ ðK² 
ªðŸø ¬èô£w êˆò£˜ˆF 
CøŠ¹ M¼‰Fùó£è èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡´ Þ‰î Üóƒ¬è 
Fø‰¶ ¬õˆî£ .̃ ðó‹i˜ 

ê‚ó£ M¼¶ ªðŸø ²«ðî£˜ 
«ñü¼‹, è¾óõ «èŠìÂñ£ù 
«ò£«è‰Fó Cƒ ò£îš 
«îCò‚ ªè£®¬ò ãŸP 
¬õˆ¶ CøŠ¹¬ó õöƒAù£ .̃ 
°ñó°¼ è™M GÁõùƒèO¡ 
î¬ôõ˜ A¼wíó£x 
õ£íõó£ò˜ Þ‰î Gè›MŸ° 
î¬ô¬ñ î£ƒAù£ .̃ 

‘F Ý˜Š’ â¡ø 
G¬ùõ£ôò‹ 115 Ü® àòó 
ªè£®‚è‹ðˆ¶ì¡ Ã®ò 
õ†ì õ®Mô£ù «ñ¬ì»‹, 
800 ‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì 
ñ‚èœ Üñ¼‹ õêF»ì¡ 
Üè‡ì Fø‰îªõO 
Üóƒèˆ¬î»‹ ªè£‡´ 
õ®õ¬ñ‚èŠð†´œ÷¶.  

Fø‰îªõO ÜóƒA™ 
F¬óŠðìƒèœ, èô£ê£ó 
Gè›„Cèœ, M¬÷ò£†´ 
Gè›„Cèœ ÝAò¬õ 
Þì‹ªðÁ‹. Þ¶ 
ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ð™«õÁ 
Gè›¾èœ ñŸÁ‹ 
ªêò™ð£´è¬÷ õöƒ°‹ 
¬ñòñ£è Ü¬ñõ«î£´, 
Üõ˜èÀ‚° ðJŸC ñŸÁ‹ 
M¬÷ò£†´ Fìô£è¾‹ 
Fè¿‹.

«è£¬õ ñ£õ†ì Ý†Cò˜ 
êeó¡, è™ÖK î£÷£÷˜ 
ð£ô²ŠóñEò‹, Þ¬í 
î£÷£÷˜ êƒè˜ õ£íõó£ò˜ 
ÝA«ò£˜ Þ‰î Gè›„CJ™ 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡ìù .̃

 F «è£¬õ ªñJ™

FøŠ¹ Mö£ Gè›„CJ™ ðƒ«èŸø (õôI¼‰¶) °ñó°¼ è™M GÁõùƒèO¡ î¬ôõ˜ 
A¼wíó£x õ£íõó£ò ,̃ Þ¬í î£÷£÷˜ êƒè˜ õ£íõó£ò ,̃  

CøŠ¹ M¼‰Fù˜ Ü¬ñF‚è£ù «ï£ð™ ðK² ªðŸø ¬èô£w êˆò£˜ˆF,  
²«ðî£˜ «ñü˜ «ò£«è‰Fó Cƒ ò£îš, «è£¬õ ñ£õ†ì Ý†Cò˜ êeó¡.

Hó‹ñ£‡ìñ£ù ‘F Ý˜Š’ Üóƒè‹ FøŠ¹
°ñó°¼ GÁõùƒèœ ê£˜H™ 

 F «è£¬õ ªñJ™

ó£‹«è£ Cªñ‡† GÁõù‹ 
ê£˜H™ è†®ìˆ¶¬øJ™ 

ß´ð†´ õ¼‹ 
ªî£Nô£÷˜è¬÷ ð£ó£†® 
ªè÷óM‚°‹ Gè›„C «è£¬õ 
ó£‹ïèK™ àœ÷ ñƒè÷£ 
Þ‡ì˜«ïûù™ «ý£†ìL™ 
ï¬ìªðŸø¶.

ó£‹«è£ Cªñ‡† 
ÅŠð˜ A«ó´ Hó£‡† 
25 õ¶ Ý‡´ Mö£¬õ 
å†® ï¬ìªðŸø Gè›„C‚° 
º¶G¬ô ªð£¶ «ñô£÷˜ 
ê‡ºèó£ü£ ýK î¬ô¬ñ 

î£ƒAù£ .̃ Gè›„CJ™ 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡ìõ˜è¬÷ 
ñ£˜‚ªè†®ƒ àîM ªð£¶ 
«ñô£÷˜ M‚«ùw õó«õŸÁ 
«ðCù£ .̃

è†®ì ªî£Nô£÷˜è÷£™ 
à¬öŠð£™ 500 ê¶ó Ü® 
ºî™ 50 ô†ê‹ ê¶ó 
Ü® õ¬ó è†®ìƒèœ, 
i´, è¬ì, Ü½õôèƒèœ, 
õEè õ÷£èƒèœ âù 
è‹dóñ£ù è†´ñ£ù 
ðE‚° ªî£Nô£÷˜èO¡ 
è´¬ñò£ù à¬öŠ¹ 
Þ¡Pò¬ñò£î¶. 
Þõ˜è¬÷ ªè÷óM‚°‹ 
õ¬èJ™ Gè›„C 

ãŸð£´ ªêŒòŠð†ì¶. 
«è£¬õ ñ£ïè˜ ñŸÁ‹ 
¹øïè˜ ð°FJ™ àœ÷ 
è†®ì ¶¬øJ™ àœ÷ 
ªî£Nô£÷˜èœ, «ñê¡, 
«ñvFK è‡è£EŠð£÷˜ 
ðE¬ò ð£ó£†® 
ªè÷óM‚èŠð†ì¶.

Gè›„CJ™ è†®ì 
¶¬øJ™ ãŸð†´œ÷ ïiù 
ªî£N™¸†ð º¡«ùŸøƒèœ, 
ð£¶è£Š¹ Ü‹êƒèœ °Pˆ¶ 
M÷‚è‹ ÜO‚èŠð†ì¶. 
ÞF™ 200 ‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì 
è†®ì ªî£Nô£÷˜èœ, 
«ñvFKèœ èô‰¶ 
ªè£‡ìù .̃ 

ó£‹«è£ GÁõù‹ ê£˜H™ è†®ìˆ ªî£Nô£÷˜èÀ‚° ð£ó£†´


